Abstract: Bubble loading is the ratio of the weight of the solid particles to the bubble's surface, and it has an effective role in the flotation efficiency. This paper investigates bubble loading an industrial processing circuit through considering the important role of the bubble diameter in calculating bubble loading, and the effect of the aeration rate and frother dosage on the bubble diameter. The ratio of the weight of solid particles to the bubble volume was estimated to be in the range of 8 to 24 g/L. Although increasing the aeration could result in increasing the weight of the particles attached to the bubbles, the bubble loading was reduced by increasing the aeration rate due to its impact on the bubble diameter and the percentage of bubble surface coverage. For example, when the aeration rate was increased from 45 to 146 m 3 /h, the bubble loading decreased from 23 to 12 g/L. By increasing the frother dosage from 70 to 150 mL/min, the bubble loading increased from 16 to 19 g/L.
Introduction
The structure and stability of the froth can greatly affect the concentrate grade and recovery in the flotation process [1] . Parameters such as hydrophobicity, particle size distribution, amount and type of frother and collector, temperature, pH, and soluble ions affect the structure and stability of the froth [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . King et al. [9] in 1974 studied the maximum bubble loading and they showed that the shape and placement of particles could form a cumulative particle with a maximum bubble-carrying capacity.
It has been reported that bubble diameter, particle size, particle density, particle shape, and the geometric arrangement of particles have the greatest impact on the bubble loading [10] . In theory, if the size and shape of particles are assumed to be similar and spherical, the maximum number of particles (n max ) that can be connected to a bubble is calculated by Equation (1):
where d b and d p are the bubble and particle diameter, respectively. According to Equation (2) , the maximum bubble loading based on the ratio of the bubble mass to its volume is equal to:
where λ max is the maximum bubble loading (g/cm 3 ), and P is the mineral density (g/cm 3 ). It should be noted that in practice, only a fraction of the bubble surface is covered by particles, and full coverage is not possible. Therefore, bubble loading can be calculated using Equation (3) [11] :
Materials and Methods
In order to measure the bubble loading and investigate the effect of operational parameters, tests were conducted in the industrial flotation cells of the Gol-e-Gohar Iron Company (Kerman, Iran). In this plant, PAX (potassium amyl xanthate) and Methyl isobutyl carbinol(MIBC) are used as collector and frother, respectively. The collector dosage was 60 g/ton, and it was kept constant for different tests throughout the study, while the frother dosage was varied. The flotation plant had two parallel flotation circuits of Metso RCL10 and RCL30 cells. Each circuit consisted of four flotation cells with a capacity of 10 m 3 , which were placed in series, and each circuit had four froth outputs. All the tests were conducted in the first cell.
Test Conditions
The bubble loading depends on the bubble diameter and the characteristics of the connected particles to the bubble; these factors are affected by various parameters. For example, bubble diameter is influenced by aeration rate, frother dosage, and type [19] , as well as solid% and particle size distribution [20] . The aeration rate and frother dosage are the most important factors affecting the bubble diameter. Due to the different conditions of the processing plant, experiments were designed and conducted in two different blocks. The conditions and specifications of each block are given in Table 1 . The froth depths for blocks 1 and 2 were set at 5 cm and 30 cm, respectively. The position of bubble loading measurement in the flotation circuit is also schematically shown in Figure 1 .
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Measuring the Bubble Diameter
In order to determine the number of particles and bubbles, the diameter of the equivalent bubbles and particles must be given to determine the capacity of the bubble carrier. There are several methods for measuring bubble diameter and coalescence speed. The most common method for determining the bubble size is using visual methods [21] [22] [23] ; electrical resistivity tomography has been also used to measure the bubble diameter and bubble loading [24] . In the visual method, images are analyzed with video processing software [25] . Equation (5) was used to determine the diameter of the equivalent bubble (Sauter mean diameter) or d32b [26] :
where di is the bubble diameter and n is number of the bubbles. For this purpose, a device was used as shown in Figure 2 , and several pictures were taken using a digital camera. The images were then analyzed using ImageJ software (an open source image analysis available at https://imagej.net), and the Sauter diameters were calculated according to the distribution of the bubble diameters for each test. 
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where d i is the bubble diameter and n is number of the bubbles.
For this purpose, a device was used as shown in Figure 2 , and several pictures were taken using a digital camera. The images were then analyzed using ImageJ software (an open source image analysis available at https://imagej.net), and the Sauter diameters were calculated according to the distribution of the bubble diameters for each test. The position of bubble loading measurement in the flotation circuit is also schematically shown in Figure 1 . 
Bubble Loading
In order to determine the bubble carrying capacity, a device was fabricated according to Moyes and Yianatos [11, 27, 28] (Figure 3 ). The procedure is such that the tank was initially filled with water, and the nozzle of the device was about 10 cm below the froth-pulp intersection. After a certain time, the air volume and particle mass inside the tank were measured. The equipment must have the following features: (i) the sample of collected bubbles should represent the whole bubbles; (ii) no particle should be removed from the bubble when it moves upwards in the riser; (iii) the hydrodynamic characteristics of the collector machine should ensure that the particles or carrier gas do not appear and also prevent the collection of entrainment particles; and (iv) it should be easily used in an industrial environment.
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Measurement of the Diameter and Density of Particles
The density of collected particles was calculated by assuming that they are spherical, and the number of particles in each dimensional range was determined. The Sauter diameter was estimated according to the experimental conditions.
Rate of Mass Transfer of Particles to the Froth Phase
The rate of mass transfer of particles to the froth phase was calculated using Equation (6):
where B is the mass transfer rate of the connected particles to the bubbles (ton/h), and Qg is the aeration rate (m 3 /h).
Statistical Analysis
A two-level factorial design [30, 31] was applied to study the effect of flotation parameters on the bubble loading. The analysis reveals the significance of each factor, as well as if there is any interaction between these factors [31] . The conditions and specifications of the flotation feed for each test are given in Table 1 .
Results and Discussion
Based on the test conditions, the bubble loading (λB), bubble diameter (db), particle diameter (dp), and solids density (ρp) were obtained. The fraction of the bubble surface covered by the particles (K), the mass of solid particles carried by a bubble (mbp), as well as the number of bubbles entered in the tank per minute (nb) were calculated as shown in Table 2 . Sb is the bubble superficial surface (s −1 ). 
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where B is the mass transfer rate of the connected particles to the bubbles (ton/h), and Q g is the aeration rate (m 3 /h).
Statistical Analysis
A two-level factorial design [29, 30] was applied to study the effect of flotation parameters on the bubble loading. The analysis reveals the significance of each factor, as well as if there is any interaction between these factors [30] . The conditions and specifications of the flotation feed for each test are given in Table 1 .
Results and Discussion
Based on the test conditions, the bubble loading (λ B ), bubble diameter (d b ), particle diameter (d p ), and solids density (ρ p ) were obtained. The fraction of the bubble surface covered by the particles (K), the mass of solid particles carried by a bubble (m bp ), as well as the number of bubbles entered in the tank per minute (n b ) were calculated as shown in Table 2 . S b is the bubble superficial surface (s −1 ). 
The Effect of Parameters on the Bubble Diameter
The P value for each factor was low, and the correlation coefficient was desirable. When the aeration rate rises from 45 m 3 /h to 146 m 3 /h, the bubble diameter was between 0.8-1.7 mm, and when the frother dosage was doubled, the bubble diameter decreased by 21%. Therefore, increasing the frother dosage resulted in reducing the bubble diameter ( Figure 4) . A two-level factorial design method was used to evaluate the correlation throughout this study, as explained earlier in this paper.
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Increasing the aeration rate results in an enhanced gas superficial velocity, which in turn causes the bubble diameter to increase [18, 22] . In fact, the frother reduces the surface tension, and consequently, it reduces the bubble coalescence, which can be a reason for the reduction of the bubble size in the lower pulp-froth interface in the current study [25] .
Effect of Operational Parameters on the Bubble Superficial Surface
The statistical results show that the bubble superficial surface per cell surface increases by increasing the frother dosage or aeration rate ( Figure 5 ). The maximum bubble superficial surface for the aeration rate of 146 m 3 /h and frother dosage of 150 mL/min are 41.8 s −1 and 51.3 s −1 , for Blocks 1 and 2, respectively. Decreasing the aeration or increasing the frother dosage both reduces the bubble diameter, resulting in a higher bubble superficial surface [32] . A difference of almost 10 s −1 in the bubble surface area flux as a result of changing the froth depth is observed. The reason for this difference is not clear, but it is known that the bubble diameter is inversely related to the pressure. Therefore, in high froth depth, the pressure is probably higher and consequently, the bubble diameter reduces. This needs to be investigated further. Table 1 ).
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The Diameter and Density of the Solid Particles
The results of variance analysis (ANOVA) show that the aeration rate and frother dosage have a logical relation with the solid particles' diameter and density. According to the results (Figure 6 ), increasing the aeration rate, as well as decreasing the frother dosage, both result in enhancing the bubble size. It should be noted that when the bubble diameter increases from 0.75 mm to about 2 mm, the density also increases from 0.15 to 0.22 mg/mm 2 , so the bubble diameter is directly related to the diameter and density of the transported particles, as shown in Figure 7 . Table 1 ).
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Bubble Loading
According to the ANOVA results, the effect of tested parameters in the confidence level of 95% is statistically significant. The results indicated that the bubble loading decreases when increasing the aeration rate, but it increases when increasing the frother dosage (Figure 8 ). Regarding the aeration rate, it can be seen that increasing the aeration rate results in decreasing the bubble surface coverage (Figure 9 ). Therefore, increasing the aeration rate leads to decreasing the bubble loading.
Moreover, Figure 9 shows that by increasing the aeration rate and frother dosage at high froth depths, the f bubble surface coverage only slightly changes. This may be due to the drop back phenomenon in the high-froth depths (Block 2), as the reattachment of particles to the bubble increases [3] and consequently, the bubble surface coverage slightly changes. 
According to the ANOVA results, the effect of tested parameters in the confidence level of 95% is statistically significant. The results indicated that the bubble loading decreases when increasing the aeration rate, but it increases when increasing the frother dosage (Figure 8 ). Regarding the aeration rate, it can be seen that increasing the aeration rate results in decreasing the bubble surface coverage ( Figure 9 ). Therefore, increasing the aeration rate leads to decreasing the bubble loading.
Moreover, Figure 9 shows that by increasing the aeration rate and frother dosage at high froth depths, the f bubble surface coverage only slightly changes. This may be due to the drop back phenomenon in the high-froth depths (Block 2), as the reattachment of particles to the bubble increases [3] and consequently, the bubble surface coverage slightly changes. Table 1 ). Figure 10 shows that increasing bubble diameter increases the mass of particles attached to the bubbles, but the ratio of the weight of these particles to the bubble surface area does not necessarily increase. However, for the same particle size, the active surface area of large bubbles that allows the particles to attach is more than that of the small bubbles [33] . Figure 11 shows that the rate of particle mass transfer to the froth phase is directly related to the aeration rate, even though the bubble loading is inversely proportional to the aeration rate. Figure 10 shows that increasing bubble diameter increases the mass of particles attached to the bubbles, but the ratio of the weight of these particles to the bubble surface area does not necessarily increase. However, for the same particle size, the active surface area of large bubbles that allows the particles to attach is more than that of the small bubbles [32] . Figure 10 shows that increasing bubble diameter increases the mass of particles attached to the bubbles, but the ratio of the weight of these particles to the bubble surface area does not necessarily increase. However, for the same particle size, the active surface area of large bubbles that allows the particles to attach is more than that of the small bubbles [33] . Figure 11 shows that the rate of particle mass transfer to the froth phase is directly related to the aeration rate, even though the bubble loading is inversely proportional to the aeration rate. Figure 11 shows that the rate of particle mass transfer to the froth phase is directly related to the aeration rate, even though the bubble loading is inversely proportional to the aeration rate.
Mass Transfer Rate of Particles Attached to the Froth Phase
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According to Figure 11 , the mass of particles attached to the bubbles that enter the froth phase increases by increasing the frother dosage (due to the higher bubble load). It must be noted that by increasing the frother dosage and the aeration rate at high froth depth (block 2), the mass transfer rate of particles attached to the bubbles that enter the froth phase is higher compared to the low froth depth (block 1).
Conclusions
The bubble loading is directly related to the amount of attached solid particles to the bubbles. It has also an inverse relationship with the bubble diameter, which is influenced by various factors, including aeration rate and frother dosage. The results of this study show that the bubble loading decreases with increasing the aeration rate or frother dosage, although the former has a more significant effect. When the aeration rate decreases from 146 m 3 /h to 45 m 3 /h, the bubble loading changes to approximately double. The mass of attached particles to the bubble increases with increasing the bubble diameter, but the ratio of particle mass to the bubble surface (bubble loading) is not statistically significant, and its maximum value was found to be 0.004 mg/mm 2 . The results also show that approximately 2.5% of the bubble's surface is covered with particles, which it decreases by increasing the aeration rate. frother 150ml/min (Block2) Figure 11 . Effect of aeration rate on the mass transfer rate of particles to the froth phase.
The bubble loading is directly related to the amount of attached solid particles to the bubbles. It has also an inverse relationship with the bubble diameter, which is influenced by various factors, including aeration rate and frother dosage. The results of this study show that the bubble loading decreases with increasing the aeration rate or frother dosage, although the former has a more significant effect. When the aeration rate decreases from 146 m 3 /h to 45 m 3 /h, the bubble loading changes to approximately double. The mass of attached particles to the bubble increases with increasing the bubble diameter, but the ratio of particle mass to the bubble surface (bubble loading) is not statistically significant, and its maximum value was found to be 0.004 mg/mm 2 . The results also show that approximately 2.5% of the bubble's surface is covered with particles, which it decreases by increasing the aeration rate.
